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“The brutalities of arbitrary rule crop up in the State of Law in its most sophisticated forms, and efforts to give more opportunities to the disadvantaged turn into a perverse reinforcement of the powerful”
					Pascal Bruckner The Temptation of Innocence 

The latest mayoral elections confronted us with the haste of the campaigners and the candidates themselves to impress at the very outset of the campaign the idea that they present the best and least controversial nominations. Apart from their zeal, what transpired was that they were prepared to fight for victory with fair means and foul… Now, any civilized voter would have found such barren electioneering off-putting. Not the Bulgarian one … In our climes such behavior is interpreted as manly, tough and – God Almighty! – befitting the true leader.   
The whole campaign was centered round the personalities of the mayoral candidates, which gave the impression that the aim was to promote some teenage idols, rather than personalities who were expected to steer the course of action in the municipalities for the forthcoming four-year period, or for eight years – in the event of re-election.
Two other crucial components were missing from the campaign, which could have made the voters more committed: the attempt to build trust in the political and election processes, on the one hand, and outlining significant goals and courses of action for the future development of the municipalities, on the other. 
As is widely known, the Balkans are not the cradle of chivalry, which is why high expectations of ethics and positive campaigning in the political struggles would be hard to match. On the other hand, the accession to the family of  the European Union and the open flow of information in the globalizing world could be assumed to have brought a change in our traditional Balkan viewpoint that the political opponent should be whacked dead with either a newspaper (like a fly) or a gun…  
We are not a world superpower, which can be justly expected to militarize peaceful processes and choose for election among individuals formerly involved with persecutions of - needless to say - legally sentenced criminals … It should, however, be fairly obvious that the job of persecuting people for their crimes is completely different from the job of developing the organizational skills of people with recognized talent. The former implies the presumption that the community where such a candidate seeks election is considered guilty of illegal practices and needs an experienced hand to restore order. The latter means that the better part of the electoral community has the potential and willingness to increase its prosperity and expects leadership and encouragement. The former places the emphasis on security, the latter – on welfare. However, both in one go ….  
 We live in a global locale. At times of instantaneously implemented technologies and pressing solutions for the future existence of the world. Amid an ailing environment, drug abuse and terrorism, the politician who gets elected for mayor should firmly guarantee and deliver the concurrence of security and welfare. But before they give such guarantees, they have to have awareness of the ways to create public (as different from private) wealth, of the means of ensuring public (as different from private) security. 
What conclusions are to be made concerning a campaign under the slogan “Victory at all costs?”
o	That the political domain lacks homogeneity and victory must be secured now or never, because the strengths of the candidate and his program are operatic and any protracted display during the election campaign can bring to light this worthlessness. In effect, an act of willful delusion of the electorate;    
o	That a range of capable candidates is unavailable to counter the opponent’s;
o	That the political ambitions of those who back the candidate are considerably higher than those of the candidate himself. 
A campaign with the aims and direction of the one we witnessed can not but be unfair and negative. The question is: What can make a campaign fair and positive? 
One of the conditions is for the candidates to sign a code for campaigning which ensures voluntary adherence to fairness, rectitude, transparency, and responsibility. This combination of characteristics should aim to emphasize most of all the ethical image of the candidate. The task of the media is to see that the declared principles are observed and to appraise the voters when breaches occur so that the support for the candidate can be withdrawn.    
Our brief history of democratic political development shows that even if the mayor is not a very capable governor, lacks in adequate competence and has a deficit of knowledge, he can still survive his term if he is co-operative and communicative and has sound morals. Cracks in his ethics lead to an immediate downfall. Unfortunately, this tendency gave the political powers a clue how to win a victory in mayoral and political elections in a way that is less than respectable and hardly befits EU morals. For reasons which are outside the interest of this article, the campaign headquarters focused more on the opportunities to disparage the political opponent, and not on finding and convincingly presenting their candidate as the more efficient nominee.      
	The word mayor derives etymologically from major (greater, more important, significant) or the Latin magnus (distinguished). The first English mayor was mayor of London appointed by King Richard I in 1189. The qualities which were decisive for that appointment were: dignity, uprightness, social experience and responsibility.
The candidate for mayor of Carbondale (USA, Illinois) Sheila Simon proclaims that the following qualities are crucial for the successful holder of this prestigious post: a good listener, able to present the problems and to help people work together well, creating new opportunities, able to organize her work in such a way that no loans are necessary, encouraging every citizen to take part in managing the state.
	‘Mayor’ is such a wide-ranging and popular institution that even young children have a broad but quite accurate idea of their functions. When invited to express their ideas, a group of children from the American town Nashville aged between 5-10 years present the Mayor as follows:​[1]​ 
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	A good mayor can drive a fire engine.

	A good mayor takes good care of poor people.

	A good mayor visits many places.

	A good mayor has associates.

	A good mayor helps the school become more beautiful. 

	A good mayor helps the town develop. 

	A good mayor is fun.


	A good mayor loves animals.

	A good mayor loves children.

	A good mayor lives in a blue house.

	A good mayor reads fairy tales to children.

	A good mayor shakes hands with many people.

	A good mayor wears a suit and a tie.

	A good mayor works hard.
Historically, the institution of mayor has always enjoyed an extraordinary prestige and been associated mainly with finances and local self-governance. Back in those times, the mayor was assigned most of the duties later delegated to the Chairman of the Municipal (Town) Council. 
The authority of the English mayor was restricted under the Local Government Act of 1972, which postulates:
	To be elected on a yearly basis by the Principal Council among its members;  
	His term of office is one year considered from the first regular meeting of the Council on the third Wednesday of May;
	During his term of office to continue being a member of the Principal council; 
	To hold supremacy in all spheres of community life, except for those concerning the prerogatives of the Queen;  
	The Principal Council covers all the expenses of the Mayor connected with maintaining his office and periodically, when necessary, allots additional funds.
From the above several significant conclusions follow concerning the person and qualities of the mayor: 
Firstly, the fact that he is elected among the members of the Principal Council guarantees that he has experienced the first stage of operative competence in the community – membership in the Principal Council. This means that he has taken responsibility for making all the significant decisions concerning the community for the last years before his election as mayor and is aware of all the current problems and perspectives of community life. 
Secondly, his one-year term is clearly contingent to the first advantage, meaning that the acting mayor does not need a year (as it happens more often than not with our mayors) to learn the answers to the questions: What is a municipality? What are its history and traditions (inasmuch as the word ‘tradition’ applies to systems in transition)? What are its resources and potential? What are its strategies of development and management structures? Throughout this year he can act decisively and competently to increase the public welfare of the community, under the scrutiny of the legally appointed controlling body – the Principal Council and in the public gaze. In the case of the English mayor, the democratic ‘sift’ of the trustworthy Principal Council is applied to prevent the opportunity of electing someone recklessly and on the basis of mere physical attraction or various charades … The four-year term in this country, for its part, has its democratic assets in providing an opportunity for everyone to be elected as mayor. Even candidates who have until the election seen only the consumer’s end of managing the municipality. The problem is, however, that such an opportunity is mainly applicable in countries with longstanding democratic traditions and highly developed civil societies and is therefore problematic in countries which have just embarked on the road to democracy…   
Thirdly, the right to act as second in authority after the Queen on the local level means that in his one-year term the mayor is under the pressure of a great bulk of rights, obligations and responsibilities and his personality should prove to be up to the challenge, while simultaneously withstanding attacks from his fellow citizens and the media. In this context, the Bulgarian mayor appears like a long distance runner who starts half way before the finish, having used up the first half of his term to explore the terrain… 
This high authority requires a proven track record of high moral rectitude, commensurate with royal standards rather than any small-time business ethics. In Bulgaria the fundamental question crops up about the personal motivation of the mayoral candidate: does he want to be mayor because he aims to give to the local community, or to take what he would otherwise be unable while doing his usual job (often totally unrelated to management)? The answer to this question is far from optimistic… 
Fourthly, the expenses for the upkeep of the mayoral institution are under the scrutiny of the Principal Council, the authority which votes the municipal budget and which is capable of assessing with great precision the expedience of unforeseen circumstances (so typical for the multiplicity of community life) and allotting the necessary funds to tackle such situations. 
For seventeen years we have been electing mayors in a semi-democratic society. Through these years the voter’s main motivation has been to improve his life, that is – in the hope for something that has never been. Not to preserve and maintain something which has existed, a condition of contentment and security where he has felt his individuality respected and encouraged. If we ask, however, at what times hope appears the driving force, the answer is clear – at times of crises, in situations when we do not get what we have expected in life. It turns out that for the last 5-6 decades we have lived with a dream, without achieving the life we like so much, the life gleaned from behind distant walls while occasionally jumping over to get what we dream of, at the cost of risks and new tantalizing goals …   
	What is intriguing is that even when buying fruit and vegetables, we necessarily ask several questions about their origin. Less frequently, not to say – never, do we ask about the origin and qualities of the man who is to be responsible for the future development of our community for the following four years. It is enough for us to somehow take fancy to the man, possibly - at a single glance. We do not need to have followed his progress in Big Brother or Star Academy for three months…
	Why is it that people often come to dislike the politicians which they themselves have elected for mayors?
	The answer is immediately obvious: because their expectations have been abstract and internally unmotivated. Why is it that these expectations have not been connected with concrete qualities which would guarantee the mayor’s efficiency? All of the above, together with the persistent need for change and the firm conviction that the wishes will come true give rise to swift disillusionment with the choices they make.   
	The legislation does not give a clear indication about the qualities which the prospective mayor should have.
The Bulgarian Law on Local Government and Local Administration requires a minimum of a Bachelor Degree, without specifying the subject. From the job description it transpires that what is desirable but not mandatory is: organizational qualities (because of the recurrence of the verb organize), good communicative skills, ‘presentable-ness’ (whatever that means…), the ability to co-ordinate, unspecified management, town-planning, economic and ecological knowledge and skills. 
A popular adage says: “Those who like glory go into politics. Those who like money go into business. Those who are attracted by the idea to serve the public, go into the public service.”
The post of mayor is ambiguous in relation to this adage. It merges two parts of the saying – glory and public service, but if interviewed, the fellow citizens of most incumbent mayors would weigh in favor of the third part, the money…
At times when patriotism is subsumed by pragmatism and dignity – by interest, not much remains to be expected of our prospective governors. I realize that the reader will strongly disagree with this latter point and claim their own involvement with patriotism and dignity, however, the way we voted and elected throughout the years of ‘democracy’ does not substantiate such a claim. Not because these qualities are not our expectation but because we do not probe for their availability through clear-cut questions and do not impose well in advance unequivocal requirements and criteria.   
An electoral analysis would reveal that the voter ‘fancies’ and opts for politicians (including mayors, ministers, prime ministers and presidents) who are either a spitting image of the voter himself, or his polar opposite. We set aside the ‘spitting image’ theme, inasmuch as nobody at all in our much loved and highly praised educational system ever teaches us to know ourselves and get answers to the questions: who am I, what are my real qualities, where am I headed, do my wishes correspond to my real aptitude?... In the end, everyone has their own concept of oneself,   adequate or not quite …  
From various writings and media interviews vibrant in the public space a rather illusory and heroic image emerges for the politician-governor and mayor (no offence meant for Reagan, Schwarzenegger, Sonny Bono or Boyko Borissov). But we are not at the cinema where, having left the screening, we look at our image in the little mirror of the car to discover: ‘Isn’t that a streak of macho resemblance to this character I see in my self?’ Or ladies might think to themselves: ‘That’s the type of guy I would dip my pen in ink for a long letter, sitting in the dusk of a sumptuous garden, gracefully craning my neck in waiting’ (That’s the type of guy I would light a torch for in the dusk of a sumptuous garden.)  
A clear reservation must be made in advance, however, that higher merit is to be expected from the mayors of the capital and the big cities than from those of smaller towns and villages. The reason is the scale and the homogeneity of the population, whose management demands these supplementary qualities. 
When assessing the qualities of prospective mayoral candidates the following significant questions arise for consideration:
1.	Which is the main quality that makes a man a desirable mayor? 
2.	Should the mayor display more loyalty to the party which proposes him or to the people who are supposed to vote for him?
3.	Are age and experience crucial?
4.	Should the mayor be a ‘man of the people’ and what are the limits of this allegiance?
5.	Should the mayor be a household name for his fellow-citizens and in what respect (which sphere)? 
It is fairly obvious that modernity has brought but a small change in the idea about the character of the person who in our distant history, before statehood was established, would be recognized as the venerable leader, the person to whom the whole tribe looked up and trusted unconditionally. Therefore, the answer to the first question is easy: what makes a man a desirable mayor is esteem among the whole population - established and tested through time - which reinforces the conviction that through his rational choices based on knowledge and experience and his transparent actions, this person can contribute to the welfare and security of every member of the community. The emphasis on every is deliberate as an indication of the candidate’s relation to the community and his willingness to treat all its members equally. Esteem among small swathes of society can set off qualities which might be fairly negative. For example, a highly esteemed hedonist, or a widely admired heartthrob… In other words, we are interested in qualities which can affect positively the creative aspect of society, not the entertainment side. 
But what is esteem, authority?
In Bulgarian the word derives from the Latin auctoritas through German autoritat. The Dictionary of Loan Words in Bulgarian ​[2]​ defines the direct and metaphorical meaning of esteem, authority as: “1. Generally acknowledged influence and significance of a single person, group or an organization or institution over separate individuals, social groups or society in general; power, influence, prestige. 2. Metaphorically – a person esteemed.
The adjective ‘esteemed’, ‘authoritative’ is defined in the same dictionary as a person who: 1. holds sway, deserves trust; authoritative. 2. convincing, confident.
According to the Oxford dictionary​[3]​ ‘authority’ means: “the power or right to control, give orders and make others obey.”
The latter definition clearly indicates two absolutely necessary characteristics of the prospective mayor who deserves esteem: the right to give specific and adequate orders, a right conferred to him by the electorate. In addition – the right to make others obey, won by merit rather than imposed with force, founded on his professional and managerial competence and on the trust in the solutions he proposes and executes.
However, neither definition indicates the most significant feature – what makes a man influential and esteemed; which piece of knowledge or skill?
The loyalties of the mayor always tend to evolve in favor of the voters. This is encoded in the way events unfold: the party nominates, the voters elect. This foreshadows also the fate of the mayor: remembered with gratitude for eternal times, or quickly forgotten. The same tendency splits the mayoral candidates into two types. Those who aspire to record experience ‘as mayor’ in the family annals and the others who do not necessarily insist on being immortalized, but who achieve fame through their altruism to do good for the public.      
It is often the case, however, that such aspirations prompt violations of the public memory. Those who are unable to give to society but still demand its gratitude. 
A person of substance does not aspire for eternity. He already inhabits there. It is the insignificant who push for eternal glory in their claim to guarantee it for themselves, even within their life span… What is exceptional about human life is that something as immaterial and man-made as time either endorses or rejects the claim. Time says: this one - yea, this one nay! Of all things, eternity hates abusers most and in the cases when their persistence eventually triumphs, it is in a merciless caricature. 
The party secures the title, while local governance – the field for creativity. The choice is for the mayor to make. And such a choice is tough, indeed, because should society prove unprepared for the changes which are being introduced, subversion can occur, not only within the party political, but in the community itself.  Because: “Society everywhere is in conspiracy against the manhood of every one of its members. Society is a joint-stock company, in which the members agree, for the better securing of his bread to each shareholder, to surrender the liberty and culture of the eater. The virtue in most demand is conformity. Self-reliance is its aversion. It loves not realities and creators, but names and customs… He who would gather immortal palms must not be hindered by the name of goodness, but must explore if it be goodness.”​[4]​ 
The modern mayor is not governed above all by rules but by ethics. His mission is to join political and community interests through his love for freedom and flexible use of the rules. That is what turns him into an extension of the Principal Council, as well as being its rightful member.
In fact, through the levels of loyalty demonstrated by their candidate to the public interest, i.e. to Good, the party evolves in the local history and pursues its political progress.
Such a long discussion of esteem and authority seems to pre-empt the answer to the question how crucial age and experience are for the candidate. In historical perspective, authority has always been associated with advanced age, which allows the accumulation of experience. The passage of time leads to moderation in one’s behavior and possibly – wisdom. However, it also means cycling in ruts, having fixations about what is right and mistrust of the experience of those younger.
The times we live in with the swift pace of events, with the role of education and the speed of the information flow have changed the concept of experience and wisdom. Pragmatism transformed the technology of making and defending decisions and for the first time in history forced the elders to learn from the young. This also altered the ratio between young and elder in politics, in business and in power. The critical reassessment of decisions, the new directness in human relations, the feeling of independence, the custom to work steadfastly and consistently on self perfection and the concern to improve others, even the attractiveness of the young promoted a different standard for the leader and lowered his average age by at least twenty years. However, these tendencies did not help increase the electoral activity of the young, which in itself should be the subject of a separate study.   
Should the mayor be a ‘man of the people’ and what are the limits of this allegiance? 
Certain confusion exists as to what the qualification ‘a man of the people’ stands for. In a broad sense, such a person shares the educational and intellectual level of the middle ground of the electorate. At the same time, the very representatives of this middle ground expect of the ‘man of the people’ to lead them with confidence to a guaranteed model of development comparable with European standards … But there is a fundamental contradiction there!  A ‘man of the people’ should be the man who invests his interest in the prosperity of all the people and works productively and tirelessly to achieve it… 
Our understanding of ‘people’s’ is mainly associated with the ability to speak the language of the average voter. This language has undergone a huge transformation through the last 10 years, which should be taken into consideration by the party headquarters in their search for prospective mayoral candidates. This requirement raises the question of the candidate’s verbal skills, including the ability to express in concise, eloquent language. The question of rhetoric skills, including the ability to speak with equal cogency at least one foreign language. Of the candidate’s ability to speak the language in its modern state, not the vernacular of pop-art, but the lingo of international authority, which gives expression to a serene temperament and a knowledgeable and informed intelligence. Both dispositions contribute to the persuasiveness in expressing one’s views and ideas for the development of the community. Neither of them, however, includes ‘man-of-the-people’ rhetoric…  
The requirement for settled roots reflects the necessity that the candidate is known to his voters. The question is of the scale and limits of this familiarity and of the fact that the majority of the voters should know his character in general, specifically – those features which reveal strengths and make him trustworthy. One such feature is prudence in house-keeping, an ability to manage his own finances and to gravitate to the public goals and interests with the same force as the majority.     
The overall image of the mayor should present a network of the following characteristics: his own personality traits, his agenda (what he intends to do), his set of connections (revealing his abilities to build relationships and to use them rationally in the interest of his electorate) and his city (municipal) organizational, social and economic resources.
The personal traits, on which most of the media focus, especially at election times, shape the better part of the behavior during the campaign. They are product of the family, educational and eventually – university background. Most of the conduct, however, is dictated by the internal substance of the personality called temperament, which allows any family or educational influences affect the surface only, but not the essence. In other words, the behavior imitates a pattern meant to meet the expectations of the electorate – an expectation learnt with the education and upbringing (what is it that would impress people and persuade them to like me – e.g. I consider public opinion, I am a team player etc.), which, however, leaves the deeply held convictions unaffected, because of the peculiarities of the temperament and in effect, leads to autocratic and entirely totalitarian decisions masked as collective. The result of this is that the center of responsibility is shifted.
The contents of the mayoral agenda or what the mayor intends to do, at the existing high level of familiarity with current public affairs on the part of the average citizen and the experience of the perestroika (for those who care about it) quickly points the finger at populist tendencies, the scale of which reflects upon the trust and electoral turnout. The agenda brings to bear the competence and ability of the mayoral candidate against his publicly declared intentions. The fact that numerous infelicitous and frustrating choices have been made shows that the better part of the voters have not yet developed in good measure what has come to be known as adequate electoral behavior and culture.  
To be able to function adequately at the moment of electing, the voter needs to be acquainted with the socio-economic state of the municipality (town) and by asking the right questions, to orientate himself in what way and to what degree each particular mayoral candidate can affect its prospective development. To acquaint the public with the problems is the exclusive responsibility of the media, who should present a picture which is neither catastrophic nor sensational, but realistic and analytical, so that it evokes positive and creative attitudes, rather than nihilist and destructive ones. 
The network of assistants, supporters and contacts in high social positions presents a significant resource for the mayor who is supposed, when inaugurated, to co-ordinate their efforts in the interest of local prosperity. This is his big opportunity to make amendments for eventually lacking personal qualities by a careful selection of co-workers. The scale of this network depends on: his appeal (charisma), previously held positions, his ability to enthuse with his ideas, plans and intentions, his skills to create external interest in the perspectives for community development. It is our firm conviction that what matters most, however, is the mayor’s ability to build up his own networks and to employ the ones inherited from his predecessors. The reason for this conviction lies in the extreme diversity of the system the mayor is to co-ordinate, which requires him to integrate closely the immediate community resources with external resources (including international ones). The option of attracting and managing international resources is contingent to the scale of the created network.    
The widely held idea that the mayor has to be a leader is rather contentious. Such a necessity does not proceed from the system Council-Mayor, on which the Bulgarian model of local governance is based. Our case is quite the reverse to the classic configuration Mayor–Council, which has gained popularity mainly in towns and communities with a population of over 5 000 people. Originally, it used to be known as the system ‘strong mayor’, because the mayor used to have legislative powers and to preside over the council, a provision which is non-existent in the Bulgarian legislation. The position of the mayor, in the Bulgarian case, is not particularly strong; it is given mainly executive powers, which configures the organs of local government in a relation similar to the central government – legislative organ, parliament (in this case – the Municipal Council) and executive power, the Council of Ministers (in this case – Mayor). In fact, in this country the system of governance ‘strong mayor’ is not applied, which makes the pretence of a leader’s role for the mayor untenable. 
Extremely controversial and flawed is the claim that the mayor needs to belong to a party, because otherwise there would be no one answerable for the proposed nomination. Such a party-political regulation automatically eliminates independent candidates and deprives the community of the opportunity to elect a person whose reputation has evolved outside party structures. Such a claim reveals that democratic processes need a long time to take root on our soil, when governance continues to be associated solely with personalities hatched within party ranks.    
A specific feature of the relations community – mayor is that the citizens elect their mayor directly, while he works to bring a positive change to their lives for the years of his term. In other words, at Election Day people cast their vote for the person who would change them…
To bring change – but from what state to what? In our case: from an ordinary villager to an inhabitant of a modern urban environment, from an ordinary inhabitant of a modern urban environment – into a metropolitan of a progressive European city. From an ordinary consumer - into a European citizen.
	The European declaration of citizen’s rights, which lays the foundation of the Charter of European Cities​[5]​ regulates the rights of European citizens, and bases them on two fundamental principles: solidarity and responsible citizenship. In brief, this means co-existence in a voluntarily shared commitment to everything which happens in the city environment.
	The European citizen is a person dominated by the spirit of his city, who can look beyond his ‘particular case’, ignoring the specifics and can join others in the management of community life, at the same time participating and sharing with them the exercise of authority.
The spirit of citizenship is at work when the individual accepts to leave his personal opinion aside for a moment and show consideration for the common good, to enter the public space where people respect each other’s equality and act in unison. Straying from such a position makes the person a consumer. 
	The consumer is a person deeply entrenched in his peculiarities, occupied exclusively with the defense of his own interest, aloof from public affairs.
	The mayor is among the principal agents of our change from consumers into responsible European citizens through the conditions he creates with his work to turn this transformation from recommendable into compulsory. 
The circumstances of the past seventeen years of semi-democratic rule imposed the feature that the mayor gives an account of his activity by answering the public question posed by the media: “What have you delivered, mayor?” In other words, the mayor has to be able to show what he has accomplished through the years of his term.
The mayor is a man who creates the symbols of his city, his municipality, his time and this is what he is remembered for by his voters. A mayor who is unable to leave a trace with his deeds in the living memory of his grateful fellow citizens has no right to aspire for public trust. But how are we to know in advance?  
To establish this, before electing the mayor, we need to ask the questions: Does this mayoral candidate have managerial qualities? What has he done to prove it? What public or private enterprise has he managed so far and what was the final assessment of his term of management? 
It was this heightened pragmatics which, in more advanced democracies (in the USA before anywhere else, 1908), advocated the form of governance Council-Manager. It stipulates that a professional manager is responsible for the administration of the municipal activities. His duties include: 
	To appoint and dismiss all officers and determine their pay.
	To draft the budget, subordinate to the council and execute its regulations.
	To prepare the annual report of the financial and administrative activities during the year.
	To advise the council on the financial state and prospective needs of the municipality and to make the necessary recommendations.
	To fulfill other obligations proceeding from the law or required by the council.
With this form of governance, which is gaining popularity, the municipal council takes the role of a board of directors. 

A frequent and rather frustrating mistake is to think that the successful owner of a private business automatically makes a good mayor. Firstly, the danger exists that during his term of office he will try to guarantee the future of his own business and secondly, the type of motivation is different in private business and in public administration. In private business it is profit, while in public administration it is the public good, the welfare of the local community. 
The difference between the politician and the manager lies in the source of authority and the degree of exorability. The authority of the manager proceeds from the structure of the organization, which generates stability, order and solutions to the internal problems of the system.
The strength of the politician proceeds from his internal personal resource, such as individual interest, aims and values. It generates far-sightedness, creativity and change. 
As can be seen from the table below, the search for the mayor-politician sets off a man of different qualities from those of the mayor-manager. These are two entirely different characters and to combine the traits of both is a utopian dream rather than reality. To coalesce the two may be possible to a certain extent, with a clear domination of one over the other, however, we should be well aware for which of the two personalities we have given our vote and which of the two characters is preferable with a view of the necessities of municipal development for the following one or two terms. 
   
Traits of the mayor-politician	Traits of the mayor-manager
Soul	Reason
POLITICALLY LOYALUTOPIANA DREAMERARDENTCREATIVEFLEXIBLEENTHUSIASTICINNOVATIVEDECISIVEIMAGINATIVEREADY TO EXPERIMENTINITIATES CHANGEACTS WITH THE POWER OF HIS PERSONALITY	EXPERTLY LOYALRATIONALSEEKING EXPERT OPINIONADVISINGPERSEVERINGABLE TO SOLVE PROBLEMSREALISTICANALYTICALFAR-SIGHTEDORGANISEDCONSIDERING, NEGOTIATORAUTHORITARIANSTABLE, DECISIVEACTS WITH THE POWER OF PREROGATIVE

On the basis of this table, we can easily analyze the qualities of every mayoral candidate and assign him to one of the columns. 
In the minds of the general public, it is often the case that the qualities of the politician-leader (mayor) and those of the manager are not seen as mutually exclusive. However, this view is incorrect because of the difference in their functions. “Management is about planning, coordinating and putting appropriate performance systems in place, which guarantees the efficiency of the work.”  
“Leadership, on the other hand, has more to do with anticipating change, coping with change and adopting a visionary stance.” ​[6]​ 
Without denying the advantages which a successfully managed private business can give to a person, we would like to mention that private business in Bulgaria at the beginning of the transition could only be started by someone with immense energy, resilience, persistence and courage. Such qualities tend to be associated with an exceptionally developed ego and should the enterprise be successful, the ego is catapulted sky-high… When such an ego wins an election and has to part legally with the management of his private business, the act is usually rather formal and fictitious, by relinquishing the duties to a trusted person, usually – with largely representative functions. The true management actually remains in the hands of the real owner and progenitor. This undermines the public interest when the person is elected mayor, at least because the major part of the person’s mental energy and time are deflected to his non-public (private) activity, which can not be easily controlled because control hinges on declared good will…  
Managers are seen as fairly passive people-centered operators, intent on keeping the show on the road, whereas leaders seem to be more solitary, proactive, intuitive, emphatic and attracted to situations of high risk where the rewards for success are great...​[7]​ 
“Leadership is a force that creates a capacity among a group of people to do something that is different or better.  This could be reflected in a more creative outcome, or a higher level of performance.  In essence leadership is an agency of change and could entail inspiring others to do more than they would otherwise have done, or were doing. 
By contrast, management is a force more preoccupied with planning, co-ordinating, supervising, and controlling routine activity, which of course can be done in an inspired way.  Managerial leadership could be viewed as an integral part of the managerial role, and its significance grows in importance as one moves up the organisational hierarchy. ”​[8]​ 
Most authors who write about leadership present it as inborn and discard the opportunity for leaders to be ‘created’. We see both these views as extreme but correct and subscribe to the opinion that the ‘born’ leader can be evolved further. What is more, practices have been established for such leaders to be ‘modeled’ to meet necessities declared by the voter. Such modeling takes place in the party headquarters or various underhand centers, while the finishing touches are added with the help of the media. A leader is developed but he can also be adapted. Those who model the adapted versions carve out their ‘ideal’ and his prospective image, like Carlo Collodi (the author of Pinocchio), as long as the imposed changes do not incur physical or mental damage to the original.   
With a view of all of the above, we think that the prospective mayor-leader should be artistic and self-disciplined so as to be able to sense the attitudes of his audience. Because the puppeteers who have ‘made’ him can not foresee all the unexpected situations at meetings with voters who can unexpectedly provoke him to reveal his real personality and thus upset the political scenario.
The European future of Bulgaria placed high on the agenda and momentarily precipitated  the need for qualities which so far have not been seen as a must for mayors: international (often bilingual) communicativeness and European (from the point of view of European interests and intentions) recognition. Participation in structures, funds and conventions of the European Community raised the institution of mayor to a new level, both in terms of trust (which has outgrown the boundaries of the local and reached the international plane) and skills and mentality.
Recognition favors the following skills and attitudes:​[9]​ 

Skills	Attitudes
Vision	Strong sense of responsibility
Persuasive speaking	Strong self-confidence
Dominant Body Language	Strong ethical beliefs
Good Listener	Ready to provide support
Trustworthy and esteemed	Willingness for sacrifice
Good organizer and commander	Ready to challenge the rules

In the brief chapter of our political democracy we have had politicians-stoppers slipped so as to indicate the wrong page of development we have reached… Each time we have opened this book with the intention to move on, we have had, owing to such mayors, to re-read the chapter again because we have failed to learn the lesson therein…And over and over again… We need people who can accurately mark the precise page we have reached so that when we open the book, we can proceed further, without having to revisit what has already been read.  
That is how the majority of Bulgarians have reached a point where they have been reading the same page over and over and living for years at the same point in time.
Elections are the marketplace where the producer (the Party Headquarters) puts up for sale its produce (the politician candidate), nicely wrapped and adequately labeled and the customer-voter elects according to his preferences and necessities. The main problem is whether the voter can ask the right questions to get orientated in the right choice. Because even on the vegetable market one asks: “What variety are the vegetables (what kind), where have they been grown (in certain regions they pronounce the word for democracy as ‘timocracy’…), how long have they stayed in the field (could they have begun to rot…), who has picked and packed them for use, when is their expiry date… have they been exported…, what have people said about them?”
 The same questions applied to the mayoral candidates would elicit plenty of useful information. Because politicians, too, come to us ‘sold’ by the Parties Political and advertised by the media. When they have spent a long time in the freezers of certain corporate centers, at the moment of their purchase they are past their expiry date… 
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